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THE HORRENDOUS VACCINATION FARCE AND FRAUD

Bill Gates’ Former Doctor Says Billionaire

‘Refused to Vaccinate His Children’

BILL GATES, THE MOST ACTIVE CAMPAIGNERFOR MANDATORY VACCINATION

Immunization/Vaccination is a massive fraud perpetrated by Satanists. It is a dark, bizarre and
grotesque conspiracy. It is a multi-billion dollar industry of the Satanists whose satanic
objective besides the boodle, is the decimation of the people of the so-called third world
countries to enable the West to pirate the natural resources of the richest countries of the world
– the lands of Arabia, Africa and Asia which are all rich in natural resources of all kinds.
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The multi-billionaires who have established the satanic vaccination industry and who are
campaigning for mass immunization of the people of the third world countries, save their own
children from the dangers and disasters of vaccination. Read the following article for better
understanding of the dark plot of the Satanists.

HEALTH, 19 Feb 2018
Baxter Dmitry | Your News Wire – TRANSCEND Media Service
The physician who served as Bill Gates’ private doctor in Seattle in the 1990s says the
Microsoft founder and vaccine proponent “refused to vaccinate his own children” when they
were young.

7 Feb 2018 – “I don’t know if he had them vaccinated as adults, but I can tell you he point blank
refused to vaccinate them as children,” the physician said at a behind closed doors medical
symposium in Seattle, adding “They were gorgeous kids, really smart and vivacious, and he
said they would be OK as it was, they didn’t need any shots.”
The comments caused a stir among physicians at the symposium with claims he was breaking
doctor-patient confidentiality, according to reports. However as he was speaking to other
physicians, he was not breaking the industry code of conduct.
Gates has three children with his wife Melinda – Jennifer, Rory and Phoebe – born between
1996 and 2002, and according to his former doctor, they are all unvaccinated and healthy. The
news that Bill Gates does not vaccinate his own children, despite being the world’s most
active campaigner for mandatory vaccinations
, should come as no surprise. Studies prove that the elite do not vaccinate their children. But at
the same time they expect the masses to have their children vaccinated.
THE ELITE DO NOT VACCINATE

In California, the children most likely to be unvaccinated are white and come from the wealthiest
families in Los Angeles, according to a recent study. The percentage of kindergartners with
state-issued personal belief exemptions doubled from 2007 to 2013, from 1.54% to 3.06%.
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That’s about 17,000 of the wealthiest children, out of more than half a million, opting out of
receiving vaccinations.

Vaccine exemption percentages were highest in mostly white, high-income neighborhoods such
as Orange County, Santa Barbara and parts of the Bay Area, according to CNN. The study,
which was published in the American Journal of Public Heath, looked at more than 6,200
California schools and found vaccine exemptions were twice as common among kindergartners
attending private institutions.

“Very rich and privileged parents like the idea of herd immunity, but they don’t want to take the
risks associated with vaccinations when it comes to their own children. They are worried about
adverse reactions including autism.”
(End of report)

Now why would the world’s most active campaigner for mandatory vaccination refuse to have
his children vaccinated? There is no conundrum underlying the vaccination farce and fraud. Bill
Gates and his cohorts are fully aware of the horrendous consequences of vaccination, Stupid
lackeys of the West such as the Pakistani government and all other regimes in the third world
countries, bootlicking the West have all become entrapped in this satanic vaccination project.
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Moron molvis in Pakistan and elsewhere, without understanding head or tail of vaccination
conspiratorial project, are proclaiming the virtues of this bizarre satanic practice in truckling
obedience to the evil regime of that unfortunate country. Millions of people have been
subjugated to the disease consequences of immunization. These Satanists are fully aware of
the horrors of vaccination. It is for this reason that they do not allow their children to be
vaccinated. This is the attitude of Satanists which even Muslims are acclaiming as virtue. While
the vaccine Satanists are believed to be philanthropists with altruistic motives, they are in fact
the worst plotting devils who harbour deep hatred for humanity from which they exclude their
own children.

The news of Bill Gates and others of his ilk protecting their children from vaccination should
serve as a sufficient eye opener for the morons who have been ensnared into the satanic,
murderous cauldron of vaccination.
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